
Tour Terms and Conditions 

Tour Price  

The cost of the tour is quoted per person at $1295.00 USD via check, or $1,350.00 by PayPal.  Quoted prices are accurate during the 

effective dates of this offer and as long as availability of the tour elements exist.   The tour includes hotels for four nights, ground 

transportation to airport on day two, and while in Eastern Turkey guide fees in Eastern Turkey, breakfast and supper in Eastern Turkey, 

flights to Eastern Turkey and back to Istanbul.  Tour members provide their own transportation to and from Istanbul.  If flying from USA 

to Turkey, one should leave on day one as shown on the itinerary on our tours page, ArkDiscovery.com/tours.htm.   Baggage weight 

allowance on domestic flights in Turkey that we provide will have a baggage allowance limit of 33 pounds or 15 kilos and tour member 

is responsible for baggage fees for overweight luggage.  Ark Discovery does not offer medical insurance, but you may wish to inquire 

about obtaining insurance for international travel.  Tour member will bring passport that will not expire 6 months after tour date and will 

purchase a $20 visa prior to travel to enter Turkey.  We will give you details on purchasing the visa online before you leave.   There is 

no extra charge for single travelers.   

Booking, Deposits and Cancellations 
To confirm your reservation submit payment to Ark Discovery International in the amount of $1,295.00 per person by USD check, or 

$1,350.00 if paid by PayPal, sign this form, with all traveling members of your group also signing their own form, and also submit a 

photo or scan of your photo page from your passport.   Cancellations occurring 60 days or more before day one of travel will be 

assessed a cancellation fee of 50% of the Tour Price.  Cancellations occurring less than 60 days before day one of travel will receive no 

refunds.   Tour insurance is not available for this tour. 

Responsibility 

Ark Discovery International, Inc., its employees, affiliates, officers, directors, successors, agents, and assigns (collectively, "Ark 

Discovery") does not own or operate any entity which is to or does provide goods or services for your trip including, for example, 

lodging facilities, airline, vessel or other transportation companies, guides or guide services, local ground operators, providers or 

organizers of optional excursions, food service providers, etc. All such persons and entities are independent contractors. As a result, 

Ark Discovery is not liable for any negligent or willful act or failure to act of any such person or entity, or of any third party. 

 

Without limitation, Ark Discovery International, Inc. and Kevin Fisher are not responsible for any injury, loss, or damage to person or 

property, death, delay or inconvenience in connection with the provision of any goods or services whether occasioned by or resulting 

from, but not limited to, acts of God or force majeure, acts of war or civil unrest, insurrection or revolt, strikes or other labor activities, 

criminal or terrorist activities of any kind or the threat thereof, lost or stolen belongings, overbooking or downgrading of 

accommodations, mechanical or other failure of airplanes or other means of transportation or for any failure of any transportation 

mechanism to arrive or depart timely, dangers associated with animals, sanitation problems, food poisoning, lack of or quality of 

medical care, illness or disease, epidemics or the threat thereof, difficulty in evacuation in case of a medical or other emergency, or for 

any other cause beyond the direct control of Ark Discovery International, Inc. and Kevin Fisher.  

 

Changes in hotels or itinerary may be made at the discretion of Ark Discovery International as they deem necessary or desirable.   

Ark Discovery International, Inc. reserves the right to decline or accept any person as a member of the trip. If necessary, a tour 

participant can be removed from the tour at any time.  Ark Discovery International, Inc. reserves the right to cancel any trip with its sole 

obligation to refund all monies received by it for the trip. Ark Discovery International, Inc. reserves the right to increase the tour cost if 

cost of the tour elements go up significantly. Trip participants are solely responsible for securing their own passports, visas, medical 

inoculations, etc. These terms and conditions can be changed only pursuant to a writing signed by an officer of Ark Discovery.  Any side 

travel to Israel would also be covered under these terms in this agreement.   

Cancellations due to Governmental Action or Impossibility of Performance 

In the event a trip is cancelled or postponed due to the actions of any governmental or civil authority, or a cancellation is caused for any 

other reason beyond the control of Ark Discovery International, tour participants will be entitled to a refund of monies paid less non-

recoverable expenses prepaid or incurred by Ark Discovery International. 

Tour member printed name:  ____________________________________   Signature:  _____________________________________ 

Date:   ___________________     Address: ________________________________________________________________________ 

Emergency contact name, email, phone: __________________________________________________________________________ 

If sharing a room please give name: _______________________________  Beds in room:  1  or  2;   Smoking  Y or  N 

Tour month/year _______________  Forward a photo or scan of your passport photo page to contact1@arkdiscovery.com                                                

mailto:contact1@arkdiscovery.com

